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Portable Coffee Machine HiBREW H4B_GN

HiBREW H4B_GN 3-in-1 Portable Coffee Maker.
Get  the  ability  to  brew  delicious,  aromatic  coffee  wherever  you  go.  The  HiBREW  H4  portable  coffee  maker  is  lightweight  and  handy
enough to accompany you almost anywhere. It heats up quickly and has a pressure of 15 bars. It is equipped with a special cup, which
was created from health-safe tritan. The device is compatible with Nespresso and Dolce Gusto capsules, and also allows you to prepare
ground coffee. In the set you will also find an AC adapter, a practical case and a folding stand for the machine.
 
Can always have it with you
Enjoy delicious, aromatic coffee wherever you are. The H4 coffee maker is extremely lightweight and portable - it weighs only 600 grams,
and thanks to its compact size you can easily fit it in your backpack or travel bag. So you can take it with you on vacation, under a tent,
on a camper trip or to work. You no longer have to give up your favorite drink when you leave home! Safe and convenient transportation
of the device is made possible by the included case.
 
15 bars - excellent taste
The  espresso  machine  is  distinguished  by  a  pressure  of  15  bars.  It  is  also  equipped  with  a  high-quality  heating  element,  which  is
responsible  for  the  even  distribution  of  heat.  All  this  means  that  with  its  help  you  can  prepare  delicious  coffee  in  no  time,  which  will
delight you with a rich aroma, velvety texture and excellent taste. What's more, the device allows you to brew both hot and cold.
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Prepare your favorite coffee
With HiBREW, almost nothing limits you - now you can easily prepare exactly the coffee you like. The H4 coffee maker is compatible with
Dolce Gusto and Nespresso capsules. It  also allows you to brew ground coffee. Choose the beans you use every day or try something
new! At home, at work, on vacation - with HiBREW you will prepare your favorite coffee in almost any situation.
 
Easy to use
With the H4 coffee maker you can easily make a delicious, aromatic drink. All you have to do is place the capsule or ground coffee in the
right place, then fill the reservoir with water, plug the machine in and press the button. After about 60 seconds, the drink will be ready! It
is also possible to prepare hot coffee using cold water. To do this, use the included AC adapter. The coffee will be ready after about 5-8
minutes. You can also use a car charger. Note: when the device is connected via USB cable, the heating function is not available - in this
situation, it is possible to brew coffee only with hot water.
 
Practical mug
You don't need to carry extra glasses with you. The coffee maker is equipped with a small mug. It is made of high-quality tritan - a plastic
that is also used for baby bottles. It does not contain harmful BPA and is safe for health. All this means that you can comfortably drink
stimulating, aromatic espresso at almost any time.
 
Icluded
H4 portable espresso maker
Adapter for ground coffee
Adapter for Dolce Gusto capsules
Base and adapter for Nespresso capsules
USB cable
Car charger
AC adapter
Case
Folding stand
 
Manufacturer	HiBREWModel	H4  Pressure	15  barRated  power	80  WRated  voltageDC  12  VWater  tank  capacity	60  mlDimensions200  x  75
mmWeight	600 g

Preço:

€ 155.00
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